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18

Laura Duffy, United States Attorney,
Paul Starita, Assistant United States Attorney, and
Crystal Smith, United States Probation Officer

19

The defendant, Eugenio Velazquez, by and through counsel, Jeremy Warren, files

20 the following sentencing memorandum.
21

I.

22

The Individual Before the Court

23

A.

Personal Background.

24

Eugenio Velazquez is not your typical border bust defendant. At fifty-one, he

25 was at the peak of his career as an architect, a loving husband and father, active in his
26 community and in his church, and about as far away from criminality as one could be.
27 What happened to him could have happened to many other professionals who straddle
28 the border in their personal and professional lives: when confronted with serious threats
1
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1 against his life and that of his family, he made a decision that will haunt him for the rest
2 of his life.
3

As reflected in the presentence report and numerous letters attached to this filing,

4 Mr. Velazquez was raised in Tijuana. He became one of its best known architects,
5 designing numerous projects including the remodel of the police headquarters; a large
6 addition to Tijuana’s most important museum; and the Lady of Guadalupe Cathedral,
7 which upon its completion after more than a decade of construction will be the crown
8 jewel of the Catholic Church in Baja California.
9

Along the way, he married a delightful woman, Mery Lopez-Gallo, the

10 Community Affairs Director of two radio stations in San Diego. Together, they have
11 been very active in community organizations and projects, along the way raising over
12 $1.3 million for Saint Jude’s Hospital and conducting hands-on volunteer work with the
13 Border Angels, an award-winning organization that helps rescue migrant workers who
14 get lost in the desert. Ms. Lopez has received numerous awards for her efforts including
15 from Mothers Against Drunk Driving, and has been awarded KPBS’s “Local Hero
16 Award.” They have been married for nineteen years, live in a modest home they
17 purchased in San Diego County, and are raising two daughters, Natalia (17) and Valeria
18 (14), straight-A high school students.
19

In addition to running his own architectural firm, Mr. Velazquez remains actively

20 involved in the larger architectural community, fitting with his belief that architects
21 fulfill an important role in shaping the future of their community. He has served on the
22 Board of Directors of the Tijuana Architects Association since 2000. He routinely
23 lectures at architectural workshops, and serves as a professor (for a small stipend) at
24 Ibo-American University. His fellow professors and his students each signed letters to
25 the Court vouching for him as an “honorable and respected person” who is known for
26 “integrity and honesty.” He was honored to be selected as a “Teacher of the Year” by
27 his colleagues and students earlier this year.
28
2
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1

Mr. Velazquez has an outstanding reputation in the community as a decent and

2 law-abiding man, as demonstrated by the outpouring of support in the letters addressed
3 to the Court. He is regarded as a dedicated professional, a devoted family man, and a
4 humble and caring friend.
5

Mr. Velazquez and his family are devoted to the Catholic Church. As an act of

6 devotion, Mr. Velazquez has volunteered his time, talents and resources to design and
7 construct statues, alters and sanctuaries for various churches and parishes in Tijuana and
8 elsewhere. Monsignor Pedro Lopez-Gallo writes to the Court to state that he has
9 “always admired his exemplary behavior both as a Catholic and as an honest citizen.”
10 The Monsignor writes that Mr. Velazquez designed “magnificent features that
11 embellished the church,” and in fact he was so impressed with his work that he
12 presented Mr. Velazquez’s drawings as a gift to Pope Benedict XVI at the Vatican.
13

As mentioned above, Mr. Velazquez had the honor of designing the new Our

14 Lady of Guadalupe Cathedral in Tijuana, a massive undertaking and an honor he earned
15 by having his design chosen over thirty others submitted by architects worldwide.
16 Photographs of the Cathedral as well as a few of Mr. Velazquez’s other projects are
17 attached to this memorandum.
18

B.

Mr. Velazquez’s Arrest and Prosecution

19

It was against this backdrop of Mr. Velazquez’s high-profile standing and well-

20 deserved reputation in the community that the Court must consider this criminal case.
21 Over the last few years, Tijuana has been a dangerous place as a result of friction
22 between the various drug trafficking organizations. Most professionals who could
23 moved across the border, and those whose professions required them to remain lived in
24 fear. Everyone had stories of close friends, business associates, and family members
25 who had been threatened, assaulted, kidnaped, murdered.
26

Ironically, it was Mr. Velazquez’s fear for his safety that led to his downfall. A

27 client hired him to design a small project, a facade for the client’s ranch. They had
28 several meetings and, during one, Mr. Velazquez expressed his concerns about the
3
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1 violence gripping Tijuana, and was particularly spooked because he had seen some
2 suspicious people appearing to be scoping out his offices. The client seized on Mr.
3 Velazquez’s feaers. He said he had certain connections, that he could provide
4 protection. He explained that it would be nothing, that he would be happy to help, all
5 Mr. Velazquez would have to do is to call him when he crossed the border and he would
6 make sure Mr.Velazquez would be safe driving to and from work. Unsophisticated in
7 such dealings, it all sounded fine to Mr. Velazquez, the man sounded confident, and he
8 was comforted by the thought of this protection.
9

From then on, he dutifully called the man each morning when he crossed the

10 border and each afternoon before leaving for home. Along the way, he had referred the
11 client to a medical doctor friend of his, and the client made the same “offer” to the
12 doctor. This went on for several weeks, with Mr. Velazquez and the doctor calling the
13 man each day.
14

Of course, nothing comes without a price, and ultimately the client called Mr.

15 Velazquez and the doctor together, saying he had to speak with them. He arrived with
16 some associates, and they took the pair into a car for a drive. He told them he had spent
17 a lot of money on their protection and it was time for them to pay. When they balked at
18 his price – $40,000 – the man presented an alternative: drive drugs for me across the
19 border. He threatened them with a handgun, telling them he knew where they lived, that
20 he knew about their families in Tijuana and San Diego, and that he had contacts in law
21 enforcement on both sides of the border. He finally said he would flip a coin and the
22 loser would have to go first.
23

Mr. Velazquez lost the coin flip. He went into a panic. He felt his life and that of

24 his family was in danger. He was scared to approach the authorities in Mexico since
25 there was so much corruption there. He didn’t believe the American authorities could
26 protect him in Mexico. He reached out to his business partner for assistance, but the
27 man was sick and did not get back to him in time. He dared not tell his wife because he
28 knew she would go to the police and he thought that was too risky.
4
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1

Ultimately, he decided to do what they demanded. He gave his car to the

2 smugglers and when it was ready they called him. The day of his arrest was his wife’s
3 birthday. They called him and told him, come, drive this load. He told his wife he had
4 to go to Tijuana, he’d be right back. She thought he was going to surprise her with a
5 birthday present.
6

She had no idea what the surprise would really be. He disappeared for a few

7 hours. She started getting calls from strange men saying they couldn’t find her husband.
8 They started threatening her, saying they would kill her and her kids. Mr. Velazquez
9 called, telling her he had been detained at the border. She became very frightened. She
10 packed up her kids and drove to her brother’s house. She called a lawyer, she called a
11 friend in law enforcement, and by the next morning she was meeting with the agents to
12 do what she could to help.
13

For Mr. Velazquez’s part, the arrest offered some relief from the threats, but he

14 knew life as he knew it had come to an end. He remained in jail for nearly three weeks
15 before securing his release on bail. He could not cross into Tijuana but needed to get
16 back to work. For awhile, he kept his business running from his home but slowly had to
17 lay off his employees. While working from home, he became even more actively
18 involved in his daughters’ lives, cooking and cleaning for them and helping them with
19 their homework. Despite the intense pressure from this case hanging over the family’s
20 head, his daughters’ grades have remained just as top-notch as ever.
21

Determined to maintain his role as primary breadwinner for his family, Mr.

22 Velazquez recently entered into a business partnership with Jorge Brambila in San
23 Diego, called JB+EV Innovation Designs, Inc., an exterior and interior design firm, and
24 work has been picking up. They are excited at their prospects for building the business
25 based on Mr. Velazquez’s contacts, his experience and his vision.
26

Faced with criminal prosecution, Mr. Velazquez pled guilty and recognizes that

27 he faces punishment for his conduct. Humiliated by his arrest, Mr. Velazquez did not
28 know how his friends, family, and colleagues in the architectural community would
5
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1 react when they heard about what happened. He could not have anticipated the
2 outpouring of support he has received from all corners. While of course everyone was
3 shocked, they were eager to do whatever they could to help him, his wife and their
4 daughters. The letters submitted on his behalf, while voluminous, are a small fraction of
5 those received by counsel.
6

It is beyond dispute that this was an aberrant moment in Mr. Velazquez’s life. No

7 matter what the sentence, Mr. Velazquez has already more than learned his lesson, and
8 the Court should have little doubt that he will not reoffend. He has already been
9 punished, having suffered the loss of his dignity, the loss of his business, and a blow to
10 his reputation. He respectfully asks the Court to sentence him in light of the entirety of
11 his life and good deeds as well as in the context of the threats against him that led him
12 into this crime. He asks the Court to allow him to serve his sentence in a non-custodial
13 environment, one that will allow him to make amends to society through his work and
14 community service rather than as a burden on taxpayers.
15

II.

16

The Sentencing Guidelines Pursuant to the Plea Agreement

17

Mr. Velazquez and the government agree on the preliminary guideline

18 calculations in this case:
19

Base offense level:

30 (from 32 with minor role)

20

Safety valve:

-2

21

Minor role in the offense:

-2

22

Acceptance of responsibility:

-3

23

Fast track departure:

-4

24

Adjusted offense level:

19

25

Criminal history category:

I (0 points)

26

At an adjusted offense level of 19, the initial guideline sentencing range is 30-37

27 months. Mr. Velazquez makes the following additional requests.
28
6
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1

A.

Duress Not Amounting to a Complete Defense

2

In drafting the Guidelines, the Sentencing Commission recognized there would be

3 cases where a defendant’s actions were motivated by serious coercion or duress. In
4 such cases, even though the coercion or duress did not rise to the level of a complete
5 defense, a departure may be warranted. As section 5K2.12 states, “If the defendant
6 committed the offense because of serious coercion, blackmail or duress, under
7 circumstances not amounting to a complete defense, the court may depart downward.”
8

Here, as stated above, Mr. Velazquez’s participation in this crime was based on

9 serious threats of violence. Unlike other defendants who may later claim that they were
10 pressured into committing the crime, the evidence here support his assertion, based on
11 his character, the circumstances, and corroboration.
12

First, consider Mr. Velazquez’s character. Nothing in Mr. Velazquez’s

13 background or history would suggest he would become involved in a drug smuggling
14 offense. He is a well-regarded professional who had a thriving business. He was not
15 suffering from financial problems – in fact, the last few years have been some of Mr.
16 Velazquez’s most successful – nor was there some underlying crisis of character
17 fueling a need for quick money. He does not have a drug or drinking problem, does not
18 gamble, does not have a secret second family. He crossed the border every day, worked
19 hard in his business and at the university, and was a devoted husband and father to his
20 daughters. He spent a tremendous amount of time mentoring young architects and
21 volunteering with community organizations as well as the Church. The numerous
22 letters written by colleagues, students, family and friends after his arrest provide ample
23 evidence of his solid character, the last person one would expect to be involved in drug
24 crimes, and certainly not on his wife’s birthday.
25

Next, there is corroboration of the threats presented to him and his family. His

26 wife, a woman whose character is beyond reproach, began receiving threatening phone
27 calls immediately after his arrest, to the point of where she and her children fled their
28 home and sought protection, first from her siblings; and then from Jesse Navarro, a
7
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1 family friend, former police officer, and current official with the District Attorney’s
2 office. They were forced to live in hiding for more than a week before they felt it was
3 safe to return to their home.
4

Further, a well-regarded medical doctor was threatened by the same drug

5 smuggler, and in fact was held at gunpoint with Mr. Velazquez when Mr. Velazquez
6 was pressured into driving the drugs across the border. This doctor still is in fear, and
7 while he has provided his statement regarding the incident, and has made himself
8 available to law enforcement to substantiate what happened, has asked that his name not
9 be made public for his own protection.
10

Additionally, other individuals write to the Court with details corroborating the

11 evidence of threats and danger. David Navarro, the Director of Urban Planning for the
12 City of Tijuana, writes that shortly before his arrest Mr. Velazquez called him
13 “desperately” seeking his help. Unfortunately, Mr. Navarro was (and is) undergoing
14 treatment for pancreatic cancer and did not respond in time.
15

Adriana Castellon, an administrator at Mr. Velazquez’s firm, writes that the day

16 after his arrest, two armed men arrived at their office and threatened her with bodily
17 harm if she did not give them Mr. Velazquez’s wife’s phone numbers. Gabriela
18 Esqueda, an architect at his firm, also writes about the visit by the armed intruders. A
19 lawyer started calling, asking for information. Two days later, their offices were
20 burglarized, and Mr. Velazquez’s computers were taken (per Mr. Navarro).
21

Mr. Velazquez himself met with the agents for a safety valve debriefing and told

22 them what happened. Two federal law enforcement officers with experience
23 interrogating criminal defendants arrested smuggling at the ports of entry had an
24 opportunity to evaluate his statements and conduct an independent investigation. (They
25 also had interviewed his wife previously and were able to witness first hand her terror.)
26 Further, the probation officer who interviewed Mr. Velazquez and prepared the
27 presentence report was also impressed with his background and character. While she
28 was not in a position to have sufficient information to corroborate the duress, she was
8
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1 sufficiently impressed that she recommended a substantial variance from the otherwise
2 applicable 120 month sentence as well as from what she believed the sentencing
3 guidelines would provide with safety valve.
4

Beyond this, the circumstances in Tijuana and the border substantiate a duress

5 claim. Tijuana has suffered extreme violence at the hands of the drug trafficking
6 organizations over the last several years, with murders, shoot-outs, and kidnapings
7 occurring routinely. Also, as the borders become more secure, the drug traffickers have
8 sought out other individuals who do not fit a drug courier profile in an effort to cross
9 drugs into the United States, and in particular they appear to be targeting professionals
10 as individuals less likely to arouse suspicion at the border crossings.
11

It is true that Mr. Velazquez pled guilty, which on its surface seems inconsistent

12 with an assertion of duress. But given the stakes involved, it is understandable an
13 individual would choose to plead guilty rather than risk a ten year sentence, particularly
14 given the difficulty of meeting the elements of a duress defense. See, e.g., Ninth Circuit
15 Model Criminal Jury Instruction 6.5 (duress requires proof of “a present, immediate, or
16 impending threat of death or serious bodily injury” and “the defendant had no
17 reasonable opportunity to escape the threatened harm”). These two elements are
18 particularly difficult in the context of a border bust, where jurors tend to believe that the
19 defendant is no longer under threat of immediate harm when he is greeted by American
20 border inspectors at the port of entry, and where jurors believe the same inspectors
21 provide a reasonable opportunity to escape harm. Case law is in accord. See United
22 States v. Ibarra-Pino, 657 F.3d 1000 (9th Cir. 2011) (affirming the district court’s ruling
23 that there was insufficient evidence of a prima facie showing of duress in a border bust
24 case in San Diego to receive a duress jury instruction). Given the challenges of
25 presenting a duress defense at trial, it is quite rational to expect that a defendant would
26 forego trial.
27
28
9
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1

Further, as stated above, there is a specific guideline provision for departures

2 based on imperfect duress and coercion. All sentencing departures are predicated upon
3 a finding of guilt. The fact that the guidelines include a specific provision for duress not
4 amounting to a complete defense evinces an understanding that a cognizable percentage
5 of defendants would be in shoes similar to Mr. Velazquez – legally culpable but worthy
6 of mercy based on the fears and intense pressure that motivated their actions.
7

The duress provision indicates coercion generally must involve a threat of

8 physical injury or substantial damage to property to merit a departure. USSG § 5K2.12.
9 Moreover, the “extent of the decrease ordinarily should depend on the reasonableness of
10 the defendant’s actions, on the proportionality of the defendant’s actions to the
11 seriousness of coercions, blackmail or duress involved, and the extent to which the
12 conduct would have been less harmful under the circumstances as the defendant
13 believed them to be.” Id. Here, Mr. Velazquez was threatened at gunpoint by a drug
14 trafficker who had personal knowledge of Mr. Velazquez’s home, his parents, his wife
15 and children.
16

In his letter to the Court, Mr. Velazquez describes the utter terror these threats

17 instilled in him. In this context, it is understandable that the path of least resistance at
18 that moment was to do what they demanded. His actions were imperfect but not an
19 unrealistic decision in the heat of the moment, and the crime asked of him, though
20 serious, was a non-violent offense. As Jesse Navarro writes, Mr. Velazquez is a “man
21 of excellent character,” but “he is ignorant and naive when it comes to dealing with
22 threats like this.”
23

Mr. Velazquez was not motivated by greed; his only payment was supposed to be

24 his freedom. Nor was he motivated by a sociopathic criminality, but rather by the most
25 base of human instincts, the drive for personal survival and protection of one’s family.
26 The Court should not sentence him like a common criminal or the typical fast-track
27 defendant. If it were not for being used by dangerous drug traffickers, he would
28 continue to be crafting beautiful and inspirational museums and cathedrals, would
10
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1 continue to be inspiring young architects, and would be contemplating a peaceful
2 Christmas with his wife and children.
3

In light of the pressure and threats against him, Mr. Velazquez respectfully asks

4 the Court to depart pursuant to § 5K2.12 down to a sentence that will allow him to
5 rebuild his life. He urges the Court to depart and impose a sentence of 12 months of
6 halfway house or home confinement.
7

B.

Combination of Factors Departure/Variance.

8

Separate from the duress departure, the Court should depart (or vary pursuant to

9 the § 3553(a) factors) based on Mr. Velazquez’s age, documented work history and lack
10 of criminal involvement, his public involvement and his charitable works, primarily to
11 the Catholic Church. See USSG § 5K2.0 (combination of factors departure), § 5H1.11
12 (extraordinary civic, charitable or public service), and § 5K2.20 (aberrant behavior).
13

Rarely does an offender come before the Court with such a long and well-

14 documented history of public service, and no one could say he and his family have been
15 chosen to become involved in the community only after getting in trouble with the law.
16 Throughout his career, Mr. Velazquez has been involved in projects designed to
17 beautify Tijuana as well as, through the church, to provide graceful places of worship
18 for the public. Mr. Velazquez’s mark on society has been overwhelmingly a positive
19 one, a mark that stands in sharp contrast to this single act; he should not be defined by a
20 single transgression, and the sentencing guidelines and 3553(a) factors empower the
21 Court to ensure that all his positive contributions are appropriately recognized and
22 accounted for at sentencing.
23

As the probation officer commented in the PSR, Mr. Velazquez’s characteristics

24 “suggest a lower risk of recidivism,” and the probation officer was “confident that upon
25 his release from custody, the defendant will remain a contributing member of the
26 community.” PSR at p. 12, par. 65 and p. 13, par. 70.
27
28
11
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1

III.

2

Conclusion and Recommendation

3

Mr. Velazquez accepts full responsibility for his decision. He had a choice to

4 make and, as hard as it was to do at the time, he took what seemed to be the easy way
5 out. He does not seek to justify his choice as the right one; he candidly admits he made
6 the wrong decision. He should have gone to the authorities right away and faced up to
7 the consequences for saying no. For that he will remain forever ashamed.
8

Based on his decision, he will be labeled a felon for the rest of his life. His

9 reputation is damaged, his business in Tijuana is shut down. He has been able to make
10 sure his projects are completed or are passed off to competent colleagues. The one that
11 matters most to him, the new Cathedral, he has continued to work on throughout this
12 case, supervising the day-to-day construction as best he can from this side of the border.
13 He desperately wants to complete that project, and the church has stood behind him as
14 the architect whose vision has been and will continue to be embodied throughout the
15 structures and grounds.
16

Mr. Velazquez asks the Court to impose a non-custodial sentence, one that will

17 balance society’s need for punishment and deterrence with the unique and mitigating
18 circumstances of his life’s good work and the events that led to his arrest and
19 prosecution. He suggests a sentence of a full year in a halfway house or home
20 confinement will be adequate to fulfill the goals of federal sentencing, and will honor
21 the overriding principle of justice.
22 Dated: December 5, 2012

Respectfully submitted,

23

/s/ Jeremy D. Warren

24

JEREMY D. WARREN
Attorney for Defendant Eugenio Velazquez

25
26
27
28
12
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1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2
3
4

I declare that:

5

I am a citizen of the United States and employed in the city of San Diego, CA. I

6 am over eighteen years of age. My business address is 105 West F Street, Fourth Floor
7 San Diego, CA 92101.
8

On December 5, 2012, I personally served the following documents:

9

Defendant’s Sentencing Memorandum

10

on the below attorneys by personal delivery:

11

Assistant United States Attorney Paul Starita

12

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, and that

13 this declaration was executed on December 5, 2012 at San Diego, CA.
14
15

/s/ Jeremy Warren

16

______________________________
Jeremy D. Warren

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
13
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December 3rd 2012
Your Excellency:
I want to thank you for allowing me to communicate with you; I would like to start by telling
you a little bit about me. I am a 51 year old man who has the privilege to have dual citizenship
and before this incident, I was proud to never have broken any law and owned a perfect clean
record on both countries. I have never had a DUI, I have never gone to court due to a problem
with any of my clients, nor have I had a domestic violence incident or any problem with the
court system of any sort.
I am the first one in my family to have a professional degree. I graduated in the year 1984 from
the Autonomous University of Guadalajara were I graduated with honors and obtained my
degree in architecture. Throughout my professional career, I have always studied courses and
have attended seminars always looking to become a better professional. In 2011, I finished my
master degree in Urbanism, because I was offered the opportunity to be part of the most
ambitious project to renovate Tijuana's image, and I wanted to be ready for this challenge.
All my life I have divided my time into my family, my architectural firm and my students at the
Jesui~

University. My spare time, I would use it to participate in several boards of diverse non

for profit organizations that impacted the arts, tourism and religious activities.
During my life as an architect, I have been blessed with the opportunity of winning the most
important projects constructed in Tijuana in the past decade. Thanks to this, I was able to win
the respect and admiration of my colleagues, the business and cultural communities and the
Catholic Church.
This made me a high profile individual; I understand that this could have been the cause that
made me become a target of the mafia. I cannot know for sure if my last contract could have
been the cause of my situation; I am referring to the renovation of the Tijuana's police
headquarter building. It was just after the ground breaking ceremony that my Via Crucis
started.
I know that for the majority of people, my duty should have been to report the coercion to the
authorities, but only those who have experienced the horrors of being kidnapped (if only for a
few hours) and intimidated at gun point would understand my behavior.
Now, I understand the true meaning of organized crime. That's their name because these
people are truly professionals in their field. They took it upon themselves to investigate all
about me, who my mother, my wife and my daughters were. They aggressively told me, that if I
didn't cooperate, that they would harm my mother in Tijuana and my family in San Diego
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before killing me. They assured me that they had paid agents working for them on both sides of
the border.
Dear judge, fear and uncertainty are the worst of counselors one could have; they paralyze you
and one acts stupidly because your mind plays games on you. During those days, The Palillos
gang members (from Chula Vista) were being tried for horrific crimes; they disappeared their
victims in acid, and I truly saw myself suffering a similar faith.
I have many friends and family members who have fallen into the hands of the Mafia, some of
them were killed even after their families had paid for their release, and knowing the faith of
those who are no longer among us, who could assure me that I was mistaken to take the drug
lords threats for real?
Finally, the horrors of this day occurred precisely on my wife's birthday. They told me that if I
failed to obey, that they would be paying her a visit to celebrate her in a unique way. Now,
after all this months, I can see that it was she along with my daughters, the persons who have
suffered the most, and ironically they were the ones that I wanted to protect the most.
Your Excellency, I am a U.S. Citizen, this incident makes me understand that from now on, I
must seek the opportunity to have a fresh start in San Diego. Following the recommendations
of Judge Stormes, I have recently opened a design firm that will allow me to support my family,
since I was forced to close the office that I held across the border for close to 20 years.
I want to be clear. I take full responsibility for driving the drugs across the border. As scared as
I was, I knew it was the wrong thing to do, and I knew I should have told the agents at the
border right away that I had drugs in my car. To my end, I know I did the wrong thing.
I believe that throughout this ordeal, I have suffered tremendously the consequences of the
only deed in my life that I am shameful of. Having at my age to start again from zero in the
country where I was born, and where I have resided since my marriage, would be without
doubt a tremendous challenge since all of my business connections are across the border.
With all this said, I urge you to consider granting me a pardon since I truly acted under
tremendous pressure due to the duress. Or to give me an alternative way to re-pay my debt to
society, outside prison walls; I love to teach and lecture, so I believe that I could tell my
experience to young and old and perform as many community hours as you feel appropriate. I
need to start supporting my home entirely, since the money I had prior to this incident was
destined to lay off all of my former staff. My eldest daughter Natalia, will soon start college and
I don't want to let her down.
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I am a man of faith, and I pray every night that when the time comes for you to reach your
verdict, that you will see that I am not the type of person that would poison kids, that my
actions were not committed due to greed and that above all, I am remorseful (beyond words
could express) of all the pain I have caused. What has remained my nightmare for all this time
is the knowledge that my imprisonment would continue to punish and forever stain and
discredit the lives of my wife and daughters. I assure you that whatever life I have left, I will
dedicate to try to repay them, as well as my mother, my three sisters and my grandmother for
all their tears and suffering.
Respectfully yours,

Eugenio Velazquez
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V~TAE
Architect Eugenio Velazquez Bustamante

CURRICUlUM

In 1984, he graduated with honors from the Prestigious "Universidad Autonoma" of
Guadalajara with the Thesis: Oceanographic Station in the South Coronado Island in B.C.
Mexico.
Since 2000 he has been a member of the Board of Directors of the Tijuana Architects
Association "Colegio de Arquitectos".
Since 1986 Architect Velazquez has been involved in more than 400 residential, commercial and
liturgical projects, he is a well recognized Architect in the San Diego - Tijuana Border Region. In
2006 as President of the National Convention of Architecture he was responsible for hosting and
preparing lectures and workshops for more than 500 Mexican Architects during their annual
convention. The convention had as VIP Guest Frank Ghery and as Key Note Speaker Ercik Owen
Moss.

MOST RELEVANT CONTESTS:
2000 1st place
Our Lady of Guadalupe Metropolitan Cathedral, Tijuana B.C.
2004 1st place
International Exhibit Museum " El Cubo" Tijuana Cultural Center Complex
2008 1st place
Center for the Arts "CEART" Centro de las Artes, Tijuana.

STUDIES:
Masters Degree in urban development from Universidad lberoamericana.

LECTURES:

For more than a decade Architect Velazquez gives lectures with regularity to workshops
organized by Tijuana local universities; he is one of the favorite speakers during the Annual
"Semana de Arquitectura" Series, at the different schools of architecture like ITT, VIA,
UDC.UABC.

DIEGO RIVERA 2532-202 ZONA RIO C.P. 22320 TIJUANA B.C. MEXICO
TELS. (664) 634 3906/634 7950

E-MAIL artesanoarquitectura@yahoo.com
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All of the architects hired at his Firm are local architects and students from Tijuana. He was
recently invited to participate as a Key Note Speaker at the International event Tijuana
Innovadora forum for urban development.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
MOST REJLEV ANTS PROJECTS

•

Eastman Kodak Industrial Warehouse
Project I Tijuana Industrial Park

•

Our Lady of Guadalupe Met. Cathedral,
Tijuana.

•

Kyocera Industrial Warehouse
Project I Tijuana Industrial Park

•

Pedestrian bridge near the Mexican I
U.S. Border Preliminary project.

•

Samsung Industrial Warehouse
Project I Tijuana Industrial Park

•

•

Hermitage for the Virgin Mary
St. Pius X Parish, Vancouver BC

Residence for Mr. Emilio Sacal
Bonita California, Remodelling and
Interior Design

•

•
Mexican - American Hospital
Mexicali B.C.

The Treatery Ice cream & Candies
Otay Ranch, San Diego California
Interior design.

•

President's Ballroom Tijuana's
Chamber of Commerce "Canaco"

•

Ecological Cross St. Pius X Parish
Vancouver , Canada

•

Coca Cola Tijuana I Siagsa Branch
Offices I Interior Design.

•

International Museum Gallery
"CECUT"

•

Cats Rock House Night Club
Project and Construction.

•

Convention Center in Tijuana
Preliminary project.

•

Altars for the locket of the Holy Cross
St. Pius X Parish, Vancouver BC

•

Elevated Pedestrian Promenade, Tijuana
Project.

•

High Rise "Puerta a! Paraiso"
200 Condominiums Residential and
Commercial Complex Project in Process

•

CEART- Centro de las Artes,
Tijuana.

•
•
•

International Business Center Tijuana's
Chamber of Commerce "Canaco"
Interior design and construction.
Meeting room for Schlage of Mexico,
Tecate I Project and addition
Police Headquarters Main building,
Tijuana Mexico.

DIEGO RIVERA 2532-202 ZONA RIO C.P. 22320 TIJUANA B.C. MEXICO
TELS. (664) 634 3906 I 634 7950

E-MAIL artesanoarquitectura@yahoo.com
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~ Archdiocese

JOHN PAUL II PASTORAL CENTRE

~ of Vancouver

150 Robson St.

Vancouver, BC

T: 604-443-3285
F: 604-683-4593

V6B 2A7

REGIONAL TRIBUNAL

November 30, 2012
Honorable Thomas Whelan
United States District Judge
San Diego, CA

Dear Your Honor,
I come to you to express my deep consternation after learning of the arrest of
Mr. Eugenio Velasquez, husband of my niece Mery Lopez-Galla.
My reaction was one of sadness and affliction, since I always admired his
exemplary behavior both as a Catholic and as an honest citizen. I did celebrate his
wedding that produced two precious daughters and formed a loving and
outstanding family.
His law-binding conduct, his creative faculty and his professionalism as architect,
persuaded me to invite him to take a course on religious Art in the Vatican, where
I was, fifty years ago, school-mate of His Holiness Benedict XVI, and who is the
sixth Pope I served as part of the Pontifical family, being a Prelate and Protonotary Apostolic of His Holiness. Shall I tell you how proud of I was when I
presented His Holiness some of Eugenio's religious drawings?
After working for over 25 years in the Vatican and at the Appeal Court of the Holy
See, I was sent to Canada to be the Principal Judge of the Church Regional
Tribunal for all British Columbia, and where I called Eugenio and trusted him to
beautify the Parish where I am the Pastor. He designed and built beautiful and
majestic grottos, devout alters and sanctuaries- volunteering all his time and

rcav.org/tribunal
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expenses-- magnificent features that embellished the church. Later, he won the
bid to build the Cathedral of Tijuana that is now under construction; a wonderful
honor to him, his family, his community, and of course to the Church.
Having known Eugenio personally and professionally for twenty years, 1was in
disbelief when I heard about his offense that I never imagined could be possible,
having he a so long professional record. Tragically, I can only imagine his fear and
desperation that compelled him to avoid the risk and threats of perfidious mafias
who obliged him to act, under duress, to protect his exemplary family.
Now it is up to you to administer justice that sometimes, given extenuating
circumstances, can bring the judge to apply judgment not as retaliation of the law
but in a merciful manner rather than with vengeance, as Mozart taught us in his
opera that is a hymn to forgiveness.
I humbly and respectfully ask you to find a manner of punishment that will allow
him to continue to serve as an upstanding citizen who dedicates his time and
talents to the community, the church and his family.
I also assure Your Honor that I will be near him and will guide him to make him
understand that he must follow any rules you will set on him and that It would
achieve your honorable work to make a better world.
Your Honor, I thank you for listen to my fervid claim to help this man to be a
better and honest citizen.
With my deepest feelings of respect and esteem I remain Yours.

1~

Right Rev. Msgr. Pedro Lopez-Galla
Justice Chief

Msgr.3:12-cr-01376-W
Lopez with
Case
Document 29-1 Filed 12/05/12 Page 9 of 23
the Pope Benedict
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October 29,2012
Honorable Thomas Whelan
United states District Judge
940 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Judge Whelan,
I'm writing in behalf of Eugenio Velazquez and his family whom I have
known and respected for more than fifteen years.
By the way of my background, I have worked in the criminal justice
system in San Diego County for more than thirty five years as a law
enforcement officer, investigator and currently as a public affairs officer,
obtaining extensive experience in the local, state and federal criminal
justice system.
In addition to my profession, I have been very active in numerous
community organizations, and have served on the board of directors for
groups such as the Salvation Army, The Boys Scouts of America and
the San Diego County Hispanic Chamber Of Commerce.
I have also been involved with Law Enforcement organizations and
have been appointed by two California Governors and local mayors to
important boards and commissions such as the California department of
corrections, Cal OSHA State Board and The Chula Vista Public Safety
Commission.
I recently concluded and was honored to serve as a community member
of the Federal Magistrate Selection Panel in San Diego for over eight
years. As a result of my profession and community involvement, I met
Ms. Mery Lopez-Gallo, Mr. Velazquez's wife, a public Affairs Director
with Univision Radio in San Diego.
This gave me the opportunity to meet her husband Eugenio Velazquez
and their wonderful daughters Natalia and Valeria, developing a family
friendship for over fifteen years.
I have been able to observe Eugenio as a husband, a father, a business
man and a very involved community person. I have also found Mr.
Velazquez to be a man of excellent character, a loving father who
adores and committed to his wife and daughters.
He has devoted countless hours to the business community and the
Catholic Church, and was so proud to be chosen to be the architect for
the new Tijuana Cathedral and police station.
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During my years of law enforcement experience, I have become a little
jaded about the human capacity for good and bad , to state that I was
shocked by his arrests a tremendous understatement. Eugenio is one of
the very last people I would ever expect to commit a crime much less
one as serious as importation of illegal drugs. I just find it difficult to
imagine that a man of his excellent reputation would intentionally
jeopardize his marriage and his family by making such a poor choice.
As a result of my friendship and concern for the safety of his family , I
requested the assistance of the Chula Vista Police Department when I
was first contacted by his wife about receiving serious threats from
Mexican Narco-traffickers. I was later consulted by his attorney about
the case because of my investigative experience on many similar
cases.
Eugenio is a good person , however he is ignorant and naive when it
comes to dealing with threats like this and because of his love and
concern for his family , it appears that he was pressured into
participating in this crime. It appears that he felt trapped and determined
-incorrectly- that the only way to protect himself and his fam ily was to
do what the unscrupulous narco-traffickers demanded of him .
I am very disappointed that Eugenio did not try to seek help from people
like me or U.S. Law enforcement, but I also understand his fears of
serious violent cases we have seen in San Diego County executed by
Mexican drug dealers.
I also understand and agree with his decision to plead guilty. In a very
tough situation , he made the wrong choice and must accept
responsibility for his actions. I believe he truly regrets making this
mistake and a lifetime error; that if given any opportunity for leniency, he
would take full advantage of that chance and continue to become a
productive citizen of our community.
Your Honor, I take my profession and reputation very serious and as a
result have never written a similar letter in my career and thank you for
considering my letter on Eugenio's behalf.

Sincerely,

Jesse Navarro
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November 26th 2012

Judge Thomas J. Whelan:
I would like to introduce myself before you with the outmost respect, my name is Adriana Elizabeth
Castellon Estrada, I state that I have known architect Eugenio Velazquez Bustamante for the past eight
years; at the beginning we had a business relation and in this past two years, I started working for him as
the person in charge of handling the administration of his former business.
In all this time, we have shared a respectful, cordial and trustful relationship. I would like to
narrate an incident that occurred while I was still collaborating for Arquitect Velazquez.
On Monday march

sth, two armed man came to our office, demanding information on the architect's

wife, then they told me that they had a message for her, but, that I would need to escort them to the
parking lot. There I was encountered by another man who told me that we would get hurt if I did not
provide them with the phone numbers of Eugenio's wife. At that moment I had no idea what was
happening, earlier that morning we had tried (like every normal week) to establish communication with
our boss. The man finished by threatening that if I kept on denying him the number, that things were
going to get ugly "tell her that if she continues to hide, we will go searching for her''.
At that moment I was in shock, I did not understand anything; I never thought that I would ever find
myself in such a strange situation. I managed to get a hold of myself an answered "Sir, I don't have any
type of relationship with Mrs. Mery, but I will be glad to try to reach her, but our staff has nothing to do
with this business of yours.
In those days, architect Velazquez was working on three important projects, the design of the police
headquarters, the renovation of the administrative offices in city hall and a gymnasium for Cetys
University. During his absence, all of us did our very best to terminate in time any unfinished renderings,
thinking on representing Eugenio with the high quality and professionalism he always showed his
clients, we wanted to imitate the architects strong work ethics and to not let him down.
I give you this letter in hopes of reaffirming my solidarity and respect to Eugenio Velazquez, in all the
time that I have known him he has always shown me healthy and good things.
Let me know if you should have any doubts of clarifications on my part, Attorney Jeremy Warren knows
were to reach me.

C.P Adriana Castellon Estrada
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December 1st 2012

Dear Judge Whelan,
I take this opportunity to present myself as Eugenio's aunt. My name is Hilda Cota, I am the person that
gave her house as security for the bond that Jude Anita Storms imposed, even though this property is
my residence and only property. I am an 80 year old lady, with one daughter, and when the opportunity
to help my nephew presented itself, I didn't doubt for one second because I knew that he would never
disobey the courts conditions.
I pray to god that you will come to the conclusion; that if I was willing to trust him, is because I have no
doubt of his innocence. I deeply regret to see that such a good person is involved in this situation. With
high hopes that you could give my nephew a second chance in life in our country where his life is not at
risk.
Sincerely,
Hilda Cota
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November 24, 2012
Honorable Thomas J. Whelan
Judge of the State of California
San Diego, CA
Your honor I write to you with tears of sorrow, this year on the morning of my birthday my husband was
detained at the San Ysidro Port of Entry. That day I woke up like any other morning of my married life,
without having the slightest idea that a few hours later I would be surprised beyond belief and my whole
life would be shattered, putting my faith to the ultimate test.
He was detained for 18 days; during that time, I saw him only during a couple of hearings in front of
Judge Stormes. He looked like the shadow of the beautiful and talented man I have known and loved
for more than have of my life.
You are no stranger to the situation of our neighboring country. We have personally suffered the
kidnapping of a family member and have witnessed how many dear friends have lost all of their life's
work in a flash. Once you have experienced firsthand the pain of your friends and family at the hands of
the mafia, you learn pretty fast to identify that their threats as no joking matter. This year alone, many
high profile individuals are being tried for similar cases; among these people are an opera singer, a
church minister, people with different sensibility that make them more vulnerable.
I know that my husband committed a huge mistake by not searching for guidance on my part and for
not talking to the authorities. But after learning that his fears relied on the possibility that both the
Tijuana police in collaboration with a drug lord were behind the extortion he suffered, one starts to
understand a little more the motives that pushed him to take such an extreme measure.
Within hours of his detention, I myself received threats over the phone that made me flee my home
with my daughters, with only the clothes we were wearing. These people knew our names, my phone
number, the color and make of my vehicle and precise details of our lives routine; at that moment, I
truly felt the devil's breath running in the back of my neck. As soon as I felt safe, I contacted a lawyer
and arranged to meet with federal agents as soon as possible to help them try to catch the narcos doing
this.
This has been a tough year. We lost my mother; she died blind and only after many weeks of suffering
horrific pains; we were just getting a sense of normality when this new episode in our lives revealed
itself. During my mother's illness, I can tell you that my husband became a mother to my daughters,
cleaning, cooking and helping with all things imaginable and throughout that ordeal; he treated me with
love and tenderness. Since his release on bail he has again been a mother to my daughters- working
from home and spending hours helping them with their schoolwork, and they are now both straight-A
students.
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Your honor, I ask of you to put into consideration that both my husband and I have dedicated the last 20
years of our lives to form a beautiful family and to make our community a better place to live in. As a
community affairs director for a local radio station, I spend a lot of my time working with and promoting
organizations that are making a difference every day. Eugenio has also donated a tremendous amount
of time, and his talents, not only to the Church but with volunteer organizations and as a mentor to
architecture students at the beginning of their careers.
We are trying very hard to pick up the pieces of our lives and face together and united what lies ahead.
We are exhausted beyond belief and afraid that your decision could break us apart. Please consider
based on his exceptional life prior to March 4th to grant him the golden opportunity to start a new life in
our country with a personal record that can permit for him to make a decent living. I can assure you that
he is repentant and life alone has already punished him enormously. He lost his lifetime business, as well
as the respect and credibility of people in our community who heard of his arrest.
Your honor, in all humility, please understand that your decision will impact and forever affect the lives
of my two innocent and beautiful daughters; I can give you my word that Eugenio is profoundly
remorseful of the pain he has caused us all and that greed was never part of this equation. I ask you to
grant him the pardon that would allow my daughters to live their lives without the horrific stigma of
having their father go to prison and allow him the opportunity to rebuild his life, I read that duress is
hard to prove but love certainly isn't and you most believe that not all men that stand before you are
criminals.

M

Lopez-Gallo
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Her title is Community Affairs Director for KLNV, La

Mery Lopez Gallo

Nueva1 06.5 and KLQV, Recuerdo 102.9, but "Goodwill
Ambassador" more accurately describes the role that
Mery Lopez-Gallo has carved out for herself at
Univision's two San Diego radio stations. What started
out as a job translating and writing copy has grown Into
a phenomenal link with the public, turning radio listeners
Into loyal fans and giving the stations undeniable
credibility among the local Hispanic population.

Ad 2 San p!ego
Northern callfgrola
Rrgadgsters
Association

the vivacious producer and host discusses issues with Hispanic leaders from both
sides of the border - topics ranging from legal aid and bi-national health week to
alcoholism among single moms, domestic violence, and the significance of the
2010 census. Past interviewees include Ambassador Jeffrey Davidow, former
Secretary of the U.S. Army L<;>uis Caldera, and first Latina to be appointed 41st
Treasurer Rosario Marin.
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Off the air, Lopez-Gallo, a former president of the

(2)

Tourist Bureau In Rosarito Beach, becomes even more
Involved with the stations' fans, attending countless
community events each year, speaking to students at
high schools and colleges and often helping to raise
money for worthy causes including St. jude's Research
Hospital. Since 2000, she has seen Univislon's San
Diego audiences donate more than $1 .3 -million
dollars for research in annual radlothons aired on the
sister stations.

Honors & Awards (3)

Portland Area, Radlg
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Putting it very simply, Lopez-Gallo takes her job to
heart, and reaches out to community members any way she can. In her popular
thirty-minute Sunday morning program, "De Viva Voz", she presents timely anq
Important topics that affect the well-being of her listeners. It's a platform where
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"Yes, Latinos do donate money to an organization in
Memphis!" she laughs. "They understand that what
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Receiving the KPBS
Local Heroes Award

happens at St. jude's could one day benefit their own children here at Rady
Children's Hospital."
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Uncategorlzed (2)

Lopez-Gallo's work hasn't gone unnoticed by others In the Industry. In 2008, she
received KPBS' Local Hero Award for "her commitment to community activism."
She has won several Achievement in Radio Awards from the March of Dimes and
San Diego Radio Broadcasters Association and has received a national MADD
Media Award. She is especially proud to be part of a special council to the
Institute of Mexicans Abroad - an honorary role, she explains, where she is the
ears and eyes of Mexican officials In the San Diego-Tijuana Border Region.
Despite the recognition she's earned, Lopez-Gallo's
greatest satisfaction comes from using her
considerable Influence and connections to overcome
the problems of individuals.
"The best part of my job is my ability to have a oneon-one relationship with our listeners," she says In
her very earnest manner. 'When they call us and
confide In us and share their personal struggles, I
love to do whatever I can to correct the situation."
Mery at a fashion show
organized by Sak's
~lfth Av•nu•

She helps in cases of domestic violence, with mothers
unable to cross the border to see the children

E

l
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benefitting Baja
Animal Sanctuary.

they've left behind in Mexico, with health and
insurance issues, and with educational roadblocks.
Picture courtesy of
She doesn't hesitate to pick up the phone and call
Gente Bien Magazine
someone she knows in San Diego or Tijuana, at
agencies, non-profit groups, private companies or
even the offices of the Mexican Consulate. A citizen
of Mexico and the United States who has always lived between the two countries,
she thrives on cutting through red tape for others and celebrates the fact that her
own life is enriched by two cultures.

>~(10)

>

Aw:ii..Zlll..ll (1 2)

> March 201 0 (2)
> Eebryarv 2010 (1 0)

"I don't understand why more people don't value our location to Mexico," says the
mother of two daughters. 'We are living in a wonderful place in the world that
offers so many cultural opportunities. Our economies are interdependent and
what happens on one side of the border will affect the other side."

> !anuarv 2010 (6)
> Noyember 2009 (11)

> October 2009 (5)

'~

Enjoying a trip to the "Paralelo"
winery in Valle de Guadalupe near
Ensenada

Lopez-Galla became interested In a radio
career after she married her husband,
architect Eugenio Velazquez, and had her
first child. She attended the now defunct
San Diego School of Broadcasting, held a
brief on-air job in Tijuana, then heard
about a job at what was then the Heftel
radio stations on Broadway In San Diego.
The stations later became the Hispanic
Broadcasting Company and were
purchased by Univision Radio In 2005.

~(14)

> Aygyst 2009 (6)
>~(IS)
>~(17)

>~(8)
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> March 2009 (6)
> December 2008 (18)
> November 2008 (11)
> October 2008 (14)
> September 2008 (5)

"I've worked for three different companies
in the same building with the same boss for 11 years." says Lopez-Galla. The
"boss" is Univision Senior Vice-President, Western Regional Manager and San
Diego General Manager Peter Moore, the man who originally hired her and later
asked her to find someone to host the community affairs show he planned to
launch.
"I went back to him and told him I was going to host
the show," she laughs. "He told me he would give me
three months to prove myself."
"Mery is often my representative and the face of
Univision in the community," says Moore. "She gives
so much and brings so much to her role. She is the
best community affairs person I've known because
she pushes me and everyone else with a gentle
arm."

Mery and Unlvlslon Sr.
At home Lopez -Gallo
VP Peter Moore
uses that same skill to
encourage her 1 5 and
12 -year-old daughters to help those who are less
fortunate. "I have taught them that if they can't give
money to help those in need then they can go to the
Blood Bank and donate there. Parents need to have
conversations with their children and take them to a
blood drive. When you're no longer here, those
things will make a difference to your kids."
Mery's daughters
Natalia and Valeria
with Mayor jerry
Sanders

For now, a big portion of San Diego's Hispanic
community is paying attention to what Univision and
its Community Affairs Director have to say because
they have demonstrated their understanding and
caring. Lopez-Galla says she has hopes of
expanding her role as a radio producer and possibly creating an immigration
show.
"It makes me so sad when I hear
people say that Mexicans want to
take advantage of resources in
this country," she says. 'The
people I come across want
nothing more than to stay here
and learn how to navigate our
systems so they can be selfsufficient. I want to help them
make that happen."
Given her track record, there's no
question Lopez-Galla will

Presenting the opening speech at the
Institute of Mexicans Abroad Summit at the
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November, 23th 2012
Dear Judge Thomas J. Whelan:
For the past 9 months my sister Valeria and I have been living a nightmare. On my
mother's birthday our life changed dramatically. Our family consists of two loving
parents both of whom have remarkable careers, my dad is a renowned architect and my
mother produces and hosts a community affairs radio show (in Spanish). This has
allowed my sister and me to open our eyes to the existence of different community
organizations that help others. In her show she often talks about the challenges
immigrants face when coming to our country, and how these people need to live in
hiding while being separated from their loved ones. I never thought that our comfortable
lives would turn into a similar situation. Upon my father's detention, it felt that he was
living in an unreachable place. After a narco called our home and threatened my mother
that he would hurt us if she wouldn't do as she was told, we immediately fled. We were
forced to live in the shadows like refugees. We lived in my uncle's home and the
following week we did not go to school, we hardly slept, but what we did was pray with
all our faith.
It is with this same faith that I ask you to forgive my dad, he needs to work and help my
mother with our homes economy; my mom has a part time job and her income alone is
not enough to afford our mortgage; she borrowed her retirement money and our savings
account is gone. We are so afraid that if our dad goes to prison, we will probably lose
our house. When I ask you to forgive my dad I am not doing it because is every
daughter's duty to talk good about their fathers; I truly swear that he is a lovable parent
and an extraordinary human being. If you knew him the way I do, you would understand
that he reacted the way he did because he felt that harm could be inflicted on us; he
loves us all. This was never about greed.
I am currently a Senior (with straight A's) hoping to one day become a museum's
curator; I want to study Art History either at San Francisco's Art Institute or in Chicago's
Columbia College. Please Judge, grant me the opportunity to have both of my parents
attend my graduation ceremony.

Natalia Velazquez
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November - 2012
Dear judge
My name is Valeria,
I'm 14 years old and I am currently a freshman. As you may know it is a
very Mexican Catholic tradition to have a Quinceafiera. This marks the
turning of a girl into a senorita; in january 76th I will be turning 15, that
same day is my father's birthday as well. On a normal circumstance, my
mother would have been planning for this special event, but because of
this horrible situation she hasn't even started.
Ever since I was little, my mother used to tell me her sad story of
why she did not have her own Quinceafiera. You see, my mother's father
died of a heart attack 3 months before her I Sth birthday. Without her
knowing, this story always made me feel that I could have a similar fate.
So I never wanted to turn 14.
Now let me talk to you about my father. He has always pampered
me and cared for me. I always admired him and felt lucky to be living
under the same roof of someone as well respected by others.
One day, he and I were watching a documentary on bullfights ...
And then I asked him, if all the bulls died in hands of the matador, then
he answered "No honey, as a matter a fact, the faith of the bull is
determined by the people watching the bull fight, you see, there comes a
time when a bull is so noble, beautiful, and special that shows with this
his love for life. Then at that moment the most amazing thing happens!
People in the audience start waving white handkerchiefs alerting the
judges to grant him the opportunity to continue living." What I am trying
to say is that I would love for you to see these letters of support for my
father as those white handkerchiefs that will allow him to come back
home to our welcoming arms.
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Prison is for bad people, his liberty will not cause harm to
humankind, if you ask me, he can barely kill an ant. And by now you
probably figured out he acted the way he did (stupidly) only for the fear
of us getting killed. Finally, I ask of you judge to allow me to have that
first dance that my mother never had with her dad. You can grant us a
miracle by changing his faith and mine, and even come to my
Quinceafiera.

~ rh~f/h/

Love, Valeri~~·-ll V

tl
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Federal Court Judge for the City of San Diego
The Honorable Thomas J. Whelan
U.S. Federal Court for the City of San Diego
San Diego, CA
November 30, 2012
Dear Judge Whelan
I thank you in advance for taking the time to read these lines. I am sure you will read
plenty of letters describing Eugenio's character; however please allow me to bring to
your attention the innocent victims of this most terrible family tragedy, my sister l\1ery
and her two daughters, Natalia and Valeria. The three of them have seen their lives
severely affected by what happened early this year.
On March fourth, I called my sister to congratulate her for her birthday. She was
having breakfast with her two daughters and told me that the family would be having
dinner that Sunday evening and spend some quiet time together remembering our
recently deceased mother. I never could have imagined what our next phone call
would be like and the surreal situation she described on it. She told me that
apparently her husband had been arrested at the border and that she had been
receiving menacing phone calls. She asked if she and the girls could spend that night
at my house. As the situation developed, the fear was such that they stayed for three
weeks. I had never seen such suffering and uncertainty. "These things are not
supposed to happen to good hard working people" my sister repeated continuously in
a cty of pain. Through these months, the two girls have stood admirably by her
mother's side and although the pain of what is to come has resulted almost
unbearable at times, they have formed with their parents the strongest of bonds.
My faith in God tells me that in your wisdom and vast experience you will be lenient
and merciful to these three wonderful human beings that have seen their reality
shattered by no wrong doing of themselves. God bless you.
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Francisco A. Bustamante
Zitacuaro No. 141, Col. Hip6dromo
22020 Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico
Sunday December 2"d, 2012
Honorable Judge Thomas J .Whelan
San Diego, California
Dear Sir:
My name is Francisco Antonio Bustamante Loperena.
I am writing this letter in behalf or my nephew, Eugenio Velazquez Bustamante, who is my only sister's oldest child.
This is the second letter I am writing in his behalf this year.
The circumstances which are making me write this are well known to you. It is uncommon for me to write this kind of
letter for Eugenio, since he has always been one our family's pillars and the recipient of our pride, practicing
Architecture mostly in the Tijuana area, where he has been awarded the design of both the city's principal museum
addition and Catholic cathedral's new building complex. Both are Tijuana Icons.
Being well regarded by his peers, he is a Past-President of the Tijuana Architects College (a professional association.)
The Director of Tijuana's Municipal Public Works Authority until recently, was his partner in his Architecture Firm.
He has a Master's Degree awarded to him by the Universidad lberoamericana del Noroeste, Baja California State's
Jesuit University in Tijuana, where he taught, until these recent events.
The Head of the college's Architecture Department was his partner in his first Architecture firm.
He is a very creative architect. Professionally, Eugenio has always made his best effort to excel in everything he does.
He has many friends which he made in school and through his professional life.
It is with great sorrow that I became aware of Eugenio's present situation.Should his situation warrant it, and the Law
applied by your Court can consider Community Service, I suggest that he be obligated to use his God given gifts of
creativity and Architectural design for the benefit of your public buildings and possibly for community- serving charity
organizations.
This will be excellent for him and for the good of the Community.
Taking all the above into account, In his family's, my sister's and my own name, it is with the gravest concern that I ask
of you to apply the law in the most lenient way possible so that he can reconstruct his life and continue to be a good
member ofthis society.
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LAVERDAD
NOS HARA LIBRES

UNIVERSIDf\D
IBEROAMERICANA
TIJUANA.,

November 30th 2012

To honorable judge Thomas J. Whelan.
Dear judge Thomas, we know architect Eugenio Velasquez Bustamante as
an honorable and respected person who has imparted us with his knowledge
since 2008. In our school we know him in all our branches of our career.
He has received the recognition from all our students for his performance
during the week of Architecture, besides being a participant as a conference
speaker in a Architecture conference cycle.
He has been a very loved and respected teacher by his students. We hope
that our letter will serve as a token of proof of our loyalty and app:-eciation of
him.

Universidad I
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UNIVERSIDAD IBEROAMERICANA TIJUANA
630.15.77
Ave. Centro Universitario #2501,
Playas de Tijuana C.P. 22200, Tijuana, B.C.
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LAVERDAD
NOS HARA LIBRES

UNIVERSIDAD
IBEROAMERICANA
TIJUANA®

November 30th, 2012

The Honorable Thomas J. Whelan Judge, United State District Court,
Edward J. Schwartz U.S. Courthouse
221 West Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101

Dear Judge Whelan,
The purpose for this letter is to express our experience with Arq. Eugenio
Velazquez Bustamante, as our
teacher and as a person who helped us to express ourselves muct'f better in the
architecture world.
Eugenio is an example for us not only as an architect, but also as a person whose
life experiences during
his work in construction and design left us with a rich experience during his classes
and his work. During
our studies at Universidad lberoamericana, we've seen many architects giving
classes, but few of them
have a name and a stamp on their all projects, Eugenio is one of these Architects,
and that speaks for his
lifestyle, integrity, and honesty.
Every monday and wednesday from ?pm to 1Opm, we had his design
~
class, he always addressed us with respect and a great attitude not~nly
t
ach
4--.' ~
but to help as well.
~
c;J---

Respectfully,

~

~

The Architecture Students from Un ersidad lberoamericana Tijuana

UNIVERSIDAD IBEROAMERICANA TIJUANA
630.15.77
Ave. Centro Universitario #2501,
Playas de Tijuana C.P. 22200, Tijuana, B.C.
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Tijuana, BC, November 1oth 2012

Your Honorable Judge Thomas J. Whelan:
It is with deep emotion that I write to you. Before I go any further I would like to
introduce myself, my name is David Navarro, I am currently the Director of Urban
Planning for the City of Tijuana, and for many years was the President of the
Association of Architects of my city. I would like to take this opportunity and talk to you
about my relationship with my beloved colleague Eugenio Velazquez.
I have shared most of my life in the company of Eugenio whom I've known from
childhood. Eugenio and I have been long time friends; we even studied Architecture
together at the Autonomous University in Guadalajara and for all of our professional
careers (and until a few months) shared our offices. He and his lovely wife are also the
godparents of my youngest child; this will tell you more about the level of friendship we
shared among both of our families.
I would like to attest that that on late February early March 2012, Eugenio looked for me
desperately, he left several messages with my secretary and at home; he wanted to
confide in me the horrible circumstances he was facing. Unfortunately, in that time
period I fell ill and I was truly incommunicado; after undergoing a variety of medical
tests, I was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.
It was through Eugenio's wife that I found out about Eugenio's detention. In later weeks
I visited Eugenio at his home only to find out that just prior to this ordeal, he wanted for
me to arrange a very private meeting with the mayor of Tijuana (my direct boss) to seek
his protection. I now feel guilty that due to my personal situation, I was not able to help
my friend in his hour of need.
I believe strongly that the people behind this are somehow connected to the Tijuana
Police Force. In the days that followed Eugenio's arrest, I was told by my secretary that
armed men came to our office wanting to acquire information on Eugenio's wife (phone
numbers in particular). I can also tell you for a fact that a couple of days afterwards, our
offices were broken into and Eugenio's computers were stolen. Eugenio had recently
presented to the mayor in a public event his project of the renovation of the City's Police
Headquarters' building. I strongly believe that policemen could have been behind the
intimidation he faced.
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One thing I know is that Eugenio is not someone you would ever expect to break the
law. He may drink a glass of wine, but he is strongly against illegal drugs. As a father,
and as a teacher, I have seen him instill in his children and his students how important it
is to do the right thing all the time, to show respect to the law, to the church and to your
family. As an architect, everyone knows Eugenio does everything by the book, and as
one of the best regarded architects in Baja California, this is why he was chosen to
design the new Cathedral, the Cube at the museum, and many other projects.
Our families have suffered so much during this year, mine due to my medical condition
and Eugenio's due to his uncertain reality. While my future is uncertain, I only pray that
you put in consideration the great character of this man, who is truly an icon among our
young architect students and a pillar among our older colleagues; Eugenio's passion
has always been the academia, I forgot to mention that we were both professors at the
Jesuit University, where this year we were both named as best teachers of the year.
Due to the court prohibition to travel across the border he has not been able to receive
the award in person.
Finally, I strongly believe that Eugenio should have the opportunity to re-pay his debt to
society outside prison walls by donating his time and knowledge among the youth and
by allowing him to become a productive member of San Diego's society.
Thank you your honor for giving me the opportunity to approach you.

Sincerely yours,

David Navarro
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11/30/12
Your Honorable Judge Thomas J. Whelan,
One of the reasons that I decided to apply for a job at the studio of Architect Velazquez, was because I admired
him and I lmew of his accomplishments. I felt lucky when he gave me the opportunity to be among his staff,
since I knew how many other young architects aspired for the same opportunity.
I started working part time for his firm in September 2010, I was still a student and my goal was to learn from
him all that I could, and that I did. Once I graduated, he hired me as a full time employee and allowed me to
collaborate with him. Little by little I was able to gain his trust and after three years, I can say that he included
my insight in some of the most important projects. Our team included other talented young architects and we
all viewed him more as a teacher and a mentor than a regular boss.
Without doubt all of us admired his love for Tijuana and all its citizens, as well as the professionalism he
inspired in all, every time we would get a new client, regardless of the pay involved or the size, he view every
project as unique and important
Sadly in life circumstances exist (due to envy or greed) that damage innocent and good people. We had no idea
of the inctdents that happened on march 4th, when that week, two armed men came to our office and demanded
us to give them information on his wife; we were scared beyond believe. After that visit, a lawyer also made
several attempts to convince us to voluntarily provide the whereabouts or the numbers were they could reach
Mrs. Velazquez.
We never gave the information, because we did not know where she was. She called us to give us some
instructions and when we told her about the treats, she instructed us to close the office for a whole week A
couple of weeks after this incident, we went to work across the border to Eugenio's home, he wanted to finish
all of his commitments to his clients; then he later one by one started laying off all of us. In those days, we
commented among us that maybe he was the victim or the attempted victim of a kidnap. It is only now that we
learned the reasons of why he was forced to close his beautiful office.
Your honor, it is so unjust to see a man of his stature, fall under the hands of criminals that have made him leave
our city, these bad intention criminals have destroyed in a minute what took a whole life of hard work and
dedication to build. What they cannot take from me and my co-workers is the respect and admiration he earned
with his enormous talent and his charisma
Arq. Gabriela Esqueda

DIEGO RIVERA 2532- 202 ZONA RIO C.P. 22320 TIJUANA B.C. MEXICO
TELS. (664) 634 3906/634 7950

E-MAIL artesanoarquitectura@yahoo.com
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Mr. & Mrs. Peter M. Moore
9869 Caminito Rogelio
San Diego, CA 92131
858-653-4696
November 29, 2012
Honorable Thomas J. Whelan
United States District Court Judge
940 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92101

Honorable Judge Whelan,
Thank you for the opportunity to express our opinion of Eugenio Velazquez and of his
many contributions to our Region of San Diego and Baja California.
My wife Lorraine and I have known Eugenio and his family for 14 years. I work with his
wife, Mery Lopez-Gallo, at Univision Radio on a daily basis. Mery is the Community
Affairs Director at Univision Radio. I am the SVP/Regional Manager for Univision
Radio.
During our years of working together, Mery and Eugenio, and my wife and I have had
numerous opportunities to gather together, both socially and professionally. In all those
years, and all those meetings we have always observed Eugenio to be a polite and
professional individual who represents his community, his family and his profession in a
superior way. Never, in all of our years together, have we ever observed behavior that
was anything but exemplary in all ways. We would never assume Eugenio to be
anything but a positively contributing member of his community, and an outstanding
family person.
We also know Eugenio to be a highly respected architect in the Baja California area,
doing outstanding work with many organizations and businesses there. During his
years of work in Tijuana, we know he has made numerous architectural contributions to
important structures in Tijuana, including the Catholic Cathedral, the Police
Headquarters building and the art centers of the city.
Eugenio's family has contributed to the improvement of life in San Diego as well. He
has always supported Mery in her efforts as a member of the Board of Directors of the
South Bay YMCA, and the Board of Directors of the Hospital Infantile. Additionally,
Eugenio has supported Mery in her efforts to help our citizens through her work for the
St. Jude Hospital, the Angels of the Desert, the distribution of information about plans
from SDG&E to our citizens on saving money and power, as well as her numerous radio
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programs that educate listeners in an effort to improve their lives. I have attached an email correspondence from Vincent Bond, former Public Affairs Director for the U.S.
Customs and Border Protection Department, which expresses his thanks to Mery for her
insight, hard work, and commitment to a program she created to warn potential victims
about the risks of crossing the border between Mexico and the United States. As you
will see from Mr. Bond's e-mail, this program was expanded to 17 radio markets across
the United States in a continued effort to spread the word, and to save lives. This is the
kind of effort and commitment Mery has delivered, with the support of her husband, over
the years.

Your honor, my wife and I were shocked when we learned of Eugenio's arrest. Never
have we experienced him to be anything other than a man of great intelligence, integrity
and above all, a man who loves and honors his family. We know that this period of
time, following his arrest, has been very difficult on his family, especially his two young
daughters.

We support Eugenio and his family through these difficult times and urge you to
consider our input when reviewing his case.

orraine Moore
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Peter M Moore
Subject:

FW: Letter of Commendation

From: Vince Bond
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 2:05 PM
To: Mary Gallo
Cc:
Subject: Letter of Commendation

To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to commend Univision Radio San Diego, and particularly Community Affairs Director Mery
Lopez Gallo, for their efforts to assist the San Diego Field Office of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
in a pro-bono public service campaign that addressed a serious border issue affecting many lives in the U.S. and
Mexico.
I am referring to the smuggling in hidden compartments and trunks of vehicles of undocumented migrants
across the border at the California-Mexico ports of entry, a long-term dangerous problem that CBP felt needed
critical attention and a high profile information campaign. Each year, tens of thousands of Mexican and Central
American citizens pay substantial funds to have themselves smuggled into the U.S. so they can find work or
join their families already living in the U.S. Although no smuggled persons had been found expired, many
required immediate medical assistance due to heat and limited air flow. It was a time bomb that required
immediate attention.
Before I retired in 2010 as the Public Affairs Officer for the San Diego Field Office, I approached Ms. Gallo
at Univision Radio San Diego about producing a radio PSA campaign that could be used on radio stations on
both sides of the border to alert Mexican citizens to the dangers of being smuggled in small compartments
inside vehicles during the hot, sunny days of summer in Southern California.
Ms. Gallo was enthusiastic about our campaign ideas to create messages that could be aired on both sides of
the border and she developed numerous themes, selected voice talent, music, etc. Together, we finalized our
messages and she managed the recording and reproduction of the materials for our use. Once we received CD
copies of the PSAs, I distributed them to stations on both sides of the border, while Ms. Gallo distributed the
materials to approximately 17 Univision Radio markets throughout the West. My office coupled the radio spots
with an internally-produced series of Spanish-language television spots and numerous news stories in local and
regional print publications in the U.S. and Mexico to maximize public awareness of the dangers of paying
smugglers to hide undocumented people in small vehicle compartments.
The campaign aired throughout the summer of 2005 and was deemed so useful that it won the CBP
Commissioner's Award for Public Service later that year. As a small token of CBP's appreciation, the San Diego
Field Office director at the time invited Ms. Gallo and her General Manager to lunch to thank Univision for its
outstanding assistance. It was a wonderful collaboration between a governmental agency and a local radio
station public service department to address and significant problem facing the border community. Univision
Radio and Ms. Gallo did a magnificent job and no doubt made a difference in the lives of many people.
Sincerely,
Vincent Bond,
U.S. CBP Public Affairs Officer (Retired)

1
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GATEKEEPER FOUND A 1'IO-N
11/27/12
Honorable Thomas J. Whelan
United States District Court Judge
940 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92101
Dear Honorable Thomas Whelan,
I am writing on behalf Mr. Eugenio Velazquez Bustamante. I had the great fortune of
meeting his family over ten years ago as his wife, Mary Lopez- Gallo and I are
colleagues and find ourselves working amongst the same individuals and causes.
Through my ongoing relationship with Mary I have become familiar with Mr. Velazquez
Bustamante. I have a deep respect for his commitment to his family, faith as well as his
profound commitment to his professional life. His work, passion and accomplishments
are without rival. There are few individuals who stand above all others in these categories
but Mr. Velazquez Bustamante is such a man. For good reason he is revered and
respected for all he has accomplished but more importantly for his outstanding character
and generosity of spirit. He is kind, hard working and honorable.
For the past decade my work as a journalist has taken me into the underworld of drug
traffickers and organized crime. I have personally met the heads of Mexican cartels and
witnessed the gruesome tactics they employ to intimidate and destroy everything and
everyone in their path. I have first hand knowledge of how cartels use innocent people to
do their bidding. They are known to hold people for ransom, extort money from the most
vulnerable and use high profile individuals to accomplish their goals of smuggling drugs
across the border. As you well know, they will stop at nothing for profit- even destroy a
man's entire career, tarnish his name and wreak havoc and fear amongst his family.
I did not witness the tragic events that Mr. Velazquez Bustamante endured but I have
witnessed his character. I ask you to consider the man and his history. I hope you find as
I have that he and his family are the victims in this case. They have been used to further
the exploits of a cold and sinister syndicate of crime. There is no good reason or motive
for Mr. Velazquez Bustamante to consciously seek out means to destroy his f!lmily,
career and future. The only logical conclusion in this case is that he was coerced. I
respectfully request your consideration of these facts when rendering your decision.

Best regards,

Gatekeeper Foundation

203 S. Orange Drive Los Angeles, CA 90036 323-932-1775
www. GatekeeperF ound.org
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AIDA BusTos GARCIA
Communications Executive I
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Nov. 29, 2012

Hon. Thomas J. Whelan
U.S. District Court
Southern District of California
Edward Schwartz U.S. Courthouse
221 W. Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101
Judge Whelan,
A parade of heartless, career smugglers are tried before you. Eugenio Vehizquez is not one of
them. I am writing to tell you about him. First, allow me to introduce myself.
I am a journalist whose beat is the U.S.-Mexico border. I led coverage of the border for 20 years
at The San Diego Union-Tribune. Since my departure from there three years ago, I have worked
on communication projects focused on the border and taught journalism in college.
I have known Mr. Velazquez and his wife for about 15 years. News stories, including ones I
directed, have reported on his work on high-profile architectural projects in Tijuana. What's not
reported is his selfless volunteer work on behalf of Tijuana, particularly its young residents.
He's on the board of an organization that worked for a decade to build the delightful children's
museum, El Museo del Trompo. He crisscrosses Baja California to inspire students to become
architects and help construct a better environment for their communities. In fact, he was named
Professor of the Year at the Jesuit-led Universidad Iberoamericana, where he's on the faculty.
I was saddened to learn about the arrest of Mr. Velazquez, though not surprised. I have led
coverage of drug trafficking on this border for a long time, and know to what lengths smugglers
will go to get their product into the hands of insatiable addicts in the United States.
Mr. Velazquez is fortunate that these organized criminals did not kill him or a family member.
As you weigh his fate, I urge you to consider the character Mr. Velazquez has demonstrated over
a lifetime. He's already paid a steep price for his actions. Perhaps a sentence of community
service returns a role model to where he belongs, among good people doing good things.
Thank you for your attention.

itl'~~~~
~JJarcia

___ _

619.850.1384
sd.aidagarcia@gmail.com
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Tijuana, Baja California, November 27th, 2012
To whom it may concern,
It is hard to write about my friend Eugenio Velazquez because it is difficult to even
consider him as responsible for an event that simply seems incomprehensible for me.
I am more than fortunate to count on Eugenio's friendship for more than a decade, and
never have I noticed any strange actions. On the other hand, I have always observed a remarkable
behavior. I know his thoughts and his moral quality, his and his family's. Eugenio Velazquez is a
talented professional, responsible and profoundly human. Someone who you could not imagine
getting involved with the narco-traffickers who so terrorize our beloved Tijuana.
Right now I would just like to show my solidarity towards the Velazquez family, for I am
incapable to conceive such hard times. I am not even trying to imagine the surprise of Eugenio's
two daughters, a pair of kind and generous young ladies. They follow their father's example. Mary,
his wife, is a remarkable lady in every sense. She has suffered horribly.
Although I am not aware of the details of the incident that involves him in an illicit event, I
want to express my absolute solidarity to the Velazquez family and their impeccable behavior. For
me, the only explanation is that the supreme being decided to put him on a test, one that he will
surely endure to prove his unyielding integrity.
Jaime Flares-Martinez
Tijuana journalist
E mail: cicuta45@hotmail.com
phone number 664 698 8237
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November 28,2012

Hororable Thomas J. Whelan
Superior Court Judge
City of San Diego
Honorable Judge Whelan:
My name is Gladys Berges, founder of Casa de La Anunciaci6n in San Diego (The House
of The Annunciation) for Comunidad Siervos de Cristo Vivo (Servants of the Living
Christ) in San Diego. This Catholic Community was founded 30 years ago in Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic by Father Emiliano Tardif. The main objective of our
Community is to help people change their lives through a true conversion to Jesus Christ.
I hereby certify that Eugenio Velazquez has been attending our Community for the past
several months, as well as his wife and daughters. During this time we have been blessed
with Eugenio's architectural knowledge as he designed the floor plans for our Chapel for
the Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament as well as the design and supervision of other
leasehold improvements within our premises. In order to accomplish all of this, Eugenio
spent more than one hundred hours of his time free of charge to us.
He has certainly been an asset to our Community and during all of this time he has proven
to be a hard working decent business man who is trying to change his life through the
hands of the Lord by donating his services and attending our evangelization events.
Should you need any additional information please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

C'.-;; "6ft)

a

-,a

~

Gladys Berges
Comunidad Siervos de Cristo Vivo
Casa de La Anunciaci6n - San Diego
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Angeles Del Desierto Fundacion San Diego
November 25, 2012

Dear Honorable: Judge Thomas j. Whelan
I am submitting this letter for your consideration regarding the matter of Superior Court and the State of
California vs. Eugenio Velazquez. I have the pleasure of knowing Architect Eugenio Velazquez for
approximately 5 years, and he is a compassionate person with outstanding reputation and utmost
character.
I'm honored to write this letter on his behalf and only regret this circumstance has made it necessary to
do so. Architect Eugenio Velazquez is an individual who is most charitable, honorable and giving in all of
his ways. Also, I have known Eugenio to be a prudent, conscientious, hardworking and a caring person.
Eugenio is very proud of his family and has endeavored to be a major provider for his wife, and two
children at home.
Eugenio has always been a person who has taken an interest in educating himself and others, and he is a
productive citizen in our community. Eugenio demonstrates empathy and compassion and he has
devoted his time tirelessly for those less fortunate, to which he has supported in several of our rescues
and with mission is of saving lives. Eugenio spent endless hours helping our Non-Profit Organization. He is
also dogmatic to encourage others to share, and he has readily availed himself to many of our causes that
his beliefs have led him to support with whatever resources available to him. I feel these attributes
demonstrate someone with an exceptional character and hope you will take this letter into account when
making your decision.
Thank you for taking the time to consider the contents inscribed in this letter. I beg the courts mercy and
leniency toward him because I believe that Eugenio Velazquez deserves to be with his family, and he is a
high-profile, well-respected member for our Organization. Your kind consideration will be greatly
appreciated. I feel that Eugenio and the community would be better served if he was not sent to prison.
Imprisonment at this time would unnecessarily destroy his future, and deprive society of a potentially
valuable citizen.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at the below telephone number. I would be happy to provide you
with further information or even testify in person.

Rafael Larraenza
Angeles del Desierto
Director
Phone: (619) 864-4502
Web:www.losangelesdeldesierto.org
Email: rafaelangelesdeldesierto@yahoo.com
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November 13, 2012, Tijuana, B.C.
Honorable Judge Thomas Whelan;
I have known Architect Eugenio Velazquez since 25 years ago in the
workplace, always displaying to be a fair person with a humble character
and good intentions who has won the affection of the community in Tijuana
through his work, talent and good deeds. My wife and I were shocked to hear
he had been arrested. He has always been a law-abiding citizen and a great
person devoted to his wife and children. Also involved in the Catholic
Church as a valued collaborator with his amazing architectonic project design
that he donated for the Cathedral of the city of Tijuana.
I also consider Eugenio Velazquez an excellent friend who has helped me
in some very hard moments that my family and I had to endure some years
back, due to the financial crisis. I will always be very grateful for all his
friendship and support, as well as to his wife Mary and the kids, she is a very
kind and giving person who is always trying to help people and teaching her
children to do so as well. Eugenio was very supportive and treated me like a
brother, I had no car then and for weeks on he became my means of
transportation. He lent me money and even went the extra mile by buying me
groceries on several occasions.
I hope this letter transmits the valuable person that. Eugenio Velazquez
represents to me and my family as well as many other people.

Sincerely,
C.P. Jesus Alberto Zamora
CEO Ideaz Corp.

ALBERTO ZAMOAA Dftctor

Phone: (664) 404 4939
Nextel: 152*14*44019
E-mail: ideazcorp@live.com
Av. Negrete #1334 Zona Centro CP 22000 Tijuana, B.C. Mexico.
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Your Honorable Jude Thomas J. Whelan:
1would like to address you and talk to you a little a bit about myself, my name is Jorge Brambila and I
have been a San Diego resident for the past thirty years. I have a master's degree in engineering from
San Diego State University. For fifteen years I worked as a consultant inspector in general
management construction and currently I am a consultant for CALOSHA a governmental agency in
charge of supeNising sanity and safety for businesses in the state of California .

•

For the past 20 years I have owned my private company called lvanka Designs and recently I have
opened a new business, were Eugenio Velazquez will be my partner. A couple of months ago I
casually ran into Eugenio, since we have been friends from our high schools years. he confided in me
his present situation. There he commented that upon imposing bail, judge Anita Storms instructed him
to find a full time job. That is the main reason that we decided to open JB+EV innovation Designs Inc.
our new exterior and interior design firm.
The decision of partnering with my old my old time friend came easy because I have always followed
and admired his careers achievements. Eugenio is a very enthusiastic man, a good provider for his
family and he would never doubt lending a hand to people in need. Throughout his live he has
always been a part of diverse non-profit organizations, mainly because he loves to be involved in his
community.
.I am certain that with his tireless personality could be use now to support our San Diego Society and 1
am looking forward to the opportunity to continue to work immediately after your decision.
Sincerely

~A
'·
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March 12, 2012
Honorable Nrta Stormes
Judge for the State of California
San Diego, CA
Dear Judge Stormes:
My name is Rev. David Ungerleider, S.J. and I am the Assistant to the President at the lberoamericana
University, located in Playas de Tijuana, B.C., Mexico.
I just received the terrible news of the arrest of Mr. Eugenio Velazquez, whom I have known for the past 7

years.
Eugenio has always seemed to me to be an honest person, successful as an architect and instrumental in
contributing to the development of Tijuana. He has been one of the head architects for the new Cathedral in
Tijuana. and also a museum "el Cubo.. for Tijuana's Cultural Center (CECUT). Additionally, he just won the
bid to build the new Art Center for our largest park in Tijuana (Parque Morelos).
In the academic realm, he recently flllished his master's degree in urban studies and has been a professor here
at the Iberoamericana University for some time.

I personally know his mother, three sisters and brother, and can testify that they are good, honest
and decent people. They are all devoted to church and family, and involved in local community
projects as well.
I am totally unaware of the motives for his arrest, but trust that the justice system will proceed with tairness,
takiog..iirto consideration Mr. Velasquez' reputation and professional trajectory.
Thank you, Your Honor, for taking the time to read this letter, which, I hope may help to resolve this case.

Sincerely,

(Rev.) David Ungerleider, S.J.
Av. Centro Unlversitario No. 2501
Playas de Tijuana, Apdo. Postal 185
C.P. 22200 Tijuana, B.C.
Tels.: (664) 630-15-77 al81 Fax: (664) 630·15·91

https://mail-attachment.googleusercontent.com/attachment/u/O/?ui=2&ik=e3646bb0c2&view=att&th=13 ...
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FEDERACI6N DE COLEGIOS DE ARQUITECTOS DE LA REPUBLICA MEXICANA A.C.
2010-2012
Mexico City, Federal District to 13 days of March 2012.

H. NITA Stormes
Present
APPRECIATED JUDGE Stormes
As Federation of Architects of Mexico FCARM, internationally registered
body and especially to preside over this noble institution Architect Adrian Alfonso
Palafox Garcia, has caused deep concern the fact that our brilliant colleague and friend
Eugenio Velazquez Architect finds been arrested across the border with the United
States.
During his career as an architect, Eugenio Velazquez has always been
exemplary in his actions, has shown a source of talent and dedication to the
professional field, developing projects and construction of major importance, that have
transpired in the international environment. Know the reasons why our colleague, was
bordered to maintain a temporary attitude unacceptable, yet we know that their
professional qualifications and performance as an architect, not beyond their moral
integrity as a person for us has always preserved.
Considering that our colleague Architect is a good man, is that we come
to you respected judge, to apply the most attentive consideration of clemency for our
friend, Eugenio Velazquez, colleague and member of the Federation of Architects the
schools Mexican Republic through the College of Architects of Tijuana, Baja California.
We know that compliance with the law is essential for the proper
functioning of cities, towns and societies, therefore, stand to be observed by all and
that lack of compliance with a warning or penalty has been consistent, however, given
the fact that it is an architect, we are required to request and order by any means,
considering clemency for the qualification of their fault, is it humanly less burdensome.
Pending acceptance have to somehow sanction arising from the analysis
ofthis failure to consider the above near the profile of our colleague and friend Eugenio
Velazquez. No other particular matter, we would express the highest and most

distinguisherur consid2

Alfons~'f

Architect
·Adrian
PRESIDENT

;.,., _
FC
•

www.fcarm.org.mx
Yucat6n

189-261. Tlzapan San Angel

C.P. 01710, Mexico D.F.
Telefonos: (55) 555 041 80 y (55) 555 060 49
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Tijuana Cathedral under construction
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Tijuana Cathedral
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Tijuana Museum - Cube Addition
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Rosarito Resort
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Cancer Treatment Center

